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The CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) is searching for axions produced in the Sun's core
by the Primakoff process. CAST is using a decommissioned Large Hadron Collider (LHC) test
magnet where axions could be convertedback into X-rays with energiesup to 10 keV. Analysis of
the 2003 data showed no signal above background implying an upper limit for the axion-photon
coupling constant gagg < 1.16  10 10 GeV 1 at 95% C.L. for ma . 0.02 eV [1]. The higher
quality 2004 data is presently under analysis. CAST Phase II is scheduled to start in late 2005.
This will be the rst step in extending CAST's sensitivity to axion rest masses up to  1 eV.
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1. Introduction
Axions are pseudoscalars arising in models which resolve the strong CP problem in quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) by the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) mechanism [2]. Owing to their potential
abundance in the early universe, they are also well-motivated dark matter candidates. Axion phe-
nomenology is determined by the scale fPQ of the PQ symmetry breaking. The axion mass is given
by the relation mPQ =6 eV(106 GeV=fPQ). Most of the axion experimental searches rely on the ax-
ion interaction with two photons with the coupling constant gagg = a(E=N 1:920:08)=2p fPQ,
where E=N is a model-dependent parameter. As a consequence, axions could transform into pho-
tons and vice versa in external electric or magnetic elds - the Primakoff process. Stars could
produce axions by transforming thermal photons in the Coulomb elds of nuclei and electrons in
the stellar plasma. The nearest and brightest source of axions would be the Sun. The expected solar
axion ux on the Earth is Fa = 3:671011(gagg=(10 10 GeV 1))2 cm 2 s 1 with an approximate
spectrum1
dFa
dEa
= 3:8211010

gagg
10 10 GeV 1
2 (Ea=keV)3
eEa=1:103 keV 1
cm 2 s 1 keV 1 (1.1)
and an average energy of 4.2 keV. Axions could be back-converted into X-rays in a laboratory mag-
netic eld [3]. The expected number of X-rays reaching a detector is Ng =
R
(dFa=dEa)Pa!g StdEa
where Pa!g is the axion-photon conversion probability, S is the effective area and t is the measure-
ment time (for example, Ng  30 for gagg = 10 10 GeV 1, S = 14:5 cm2 and t = 100 h). The
conversion probability in vacuum is Pa!g = (gaggB=q)2sin2(qL) where L is the path length, B is
the magnetic eld and q =m2
a=2Ea is the axion-photon momentum difference. The coherence con-
dition, qL < p, restricts experimental sensitivity to a range of axion rest masses. For example, the
coherence length of L = 10 m in vacuum requires ma . 0:02 eV for Ea = 4:2 keV. The coherence
can be restored for higher axion rest masses with the presence of a buffer gas which would pro-
vide an effective photon mass mg so that q = jm2
g  m2
aj=2Ea. As a result, the coherence would be
restored for a narrow mass window around ma = mg [4].
After the rst proposal of the axion helioscope principle [3], the rst implementation was
performed in [7]. Most recently, the Tokyo axion helioscope [8] of L = 2:3 m and B = 3:9 T
has provided the limit gagg < 6:010 10 GeV 1 at 95% C.L. for ma . 0:03 eV (vacuum) and
gagg < 6:8 10:910 10 GeV 1 for ma . 0:3 eV (variable-pressure buffer gas)[9]. Limits from
crystal detectors [10, 11, 12] are much less restrictive.
2. CAST experiment
The external magnetic eld in the case of CAST is provided by a decomissioned LHC pro-
totype dipole magnet [13] with B = 9:0 T and L = 9:26 m. The magnet has two paralell, straight
pipes with S =214:5 cm2 cross-sectional area. It is mounted on a platform with 8 vertical and
40 horizontal movement, allowing for observation of the Sun for 1.5 h at both sunrise and sunset
during the whole year. The time the Sun is not reachable is devoted to background measurements.
1The spectrum in [4] has been changed to that proposed in [5], however with a modied normalization constant to
match the total axion ux used here, which is predicted by a more recent solar model [6].
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A full cryogenic station is used to cool the superconducting magnet down to 1.8 K. At both ends of
the magnet, three different detectors are searching for X-rays coming from axion conversion in the
magnet when it is pointing to the Sun. As X-ray detectors CASTutilizes: an X-ray mirror telescope
in combination with a Charge Coupled Device (CCD), a conventional Time Projection Chamber
(TPC) and a smaller gaseous chamber with novel MICROMEGAS (micromesh gaseous structure
- MM) readout. The X-ray focusing system and MM are looking for sunrise axions, while the
TPC is occupying both bores on the other end and is waiting for sunset axions. The X-ray mirror
telescope can focus the photons coming from axion conversion to a  6 mm2 spot, thus enhancing
the signal-to-background ratio and signicantly improving the sensitivity of the experiment.
3. First results and prospects
The operation of the CAST experiment is foreseen to go in two phases:
 Phase I: during 2003 and 2004 the experiment operated with vacuum inside the magnet
pipes and explored the axion mass range up to 0.02 eV. The 2003 data have been analyzed
[1]. No signal above background was observed, implying an upper limit to the axion-photon
coupling constant gagg < 1:1610 10 GeV 1 (gure 1). During 2004, higher quality data
were obtained (optimal performances of the detectors, lower background). The analysis is
under way. So far, no signal over background has been observed and the limit is approaching
the level from the CAST proposal [13] (gure 1).
 Phase II: in order to extend CAST sensitivity to higher axion rest masses, magnet pipes will
be lled with a buffer gas (rst 4He and later 3He). Gas pressure will be increased from 0
to 60 mbar (or more) in appropriate steps to cover all masses up to  1 eV. Data taking is
expected to start in late 2005 and will continue in 2006 and 2007. The predicted limit on the
axion-photon coupling constant is shown in gure 1.
Apart from this main line of research, CAST could also be sensitive to high energy axions (for
example, axions from nuclear transitions in the Sun) and Kaluza-Klein axions [14].
4. Conclusions
The limit from the 2003 data improves the best previous laboratory result [8] on the axion-
photon coupling constant by a factor 5 in our coherence region ma . 0:02 eV. It is also compara-
ble, in this range of masses, to the astrophysical limit, gagg < 10 10 GeV 10, derived from stellar
energy-loss arguments [15]. CAST Phase II, with variable gas pressure inside the magnet pipes,
will start at the end of 2005. The sensitivity extended to higher axion rest masses will allow us to
enter the theoretically favoured region ("Axion models" in gure 1).
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Figure 1: Exclusion limit (95% C.L.) from the CAST 2003 data compared with constraints from other
experiments. Also shown is the future CAST sensitivity as foreseen in the experiment proposal. The shaded
band represents theoretically favoured region.
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